Many Shooting
Courses and
Scenarios
This is the most realistic shooting
experience you can get! There is no
danger at all. The guns pop and
cycle when you shoot. You can
change magazines. You cannot get
this type of training on a firing
range! True to life and realistic
shooting that will get your adrenaline flowing. Shoot or be shot or
stabbed! Shoot or a shooter takes
out another person. Shoot the
wrong person. Make fast life or
death decisions without any danger
at all!

This ultimate shoot/don’t shoot
training simulator has hundreds of
range courses including paper and
steel targets, plates, moving targets, quick draw, multiple threats,
HD video scenarios, and more and
we bring it to you to help you have
the ultimate party or event.

MOBILE TRAINING UNIT

Our 24’ self contained air conditioned trailer can be set up at any
event or party. This is the only
mobile unit of its kind that we
know of.
We can qualify participants on-site
to apply for their concealed weapon license.
This is completely safe!
Visit www.rangetrainer.com for
complete details or call or email us
to schedule your ultimate event or
party. We are booking up fast because there is nothing like this
available in our area!
We also teach CPR certification
classes, concealed weapons and G
License courses. Train at our facility in Stuart, Florida or we bring
the Simulator/Concealed Weapon
or CPR/AED training to you.

Hundreds of range course
combinations and HD video
scenarios

Are you up to the
Ultimate Shooting
Challenge?

www.RangeTrainer.com

Have the Ultimate
Party or Event!

Ultimate Shooting Challenge
Primary Business Address
3141 SE Dominica Terrace
Stuart, FL 34997
Phone: 772-267-3996
E-mail: rangetrainer@gmail.com

Ultimate Shooting Challenge
Are you up to the Ultimate Shooting
Challenge?
Tel:

We offer low training fees and group
rates! We are licensed and insured.

CERTIFICATIIONS/LICENSES
FDLE law enforcement certified Firearms
Instructor
FL “K” Licensed Firearms Instructor
FL “DI” Licensed Security Guard School
Instructor

HD RANGE AND VIDEO SCENARIOS
This ultimate shoot/don’t shoot training simulator has hundreds of range courses including
paper and steel targets, plates, moving targets, quick draw, multiple threats, HD video
scenarios, and more and we bring it to you to
help you have the ultimate party or event.
Our system utilizes state of the art blow-back
guns that recoil when fired and accommodate
magazine changes just like real guns.
We can qualify participants on-site to apply for
their concealed weapon license.

American Heart Association CPR/AED/1st
Aid Instructor
FL Notary Public
FL Licensed Real Estate Broker and owner
of Pruitt Realty Group

RANGE AND CLASSROOM
Classroom CPR and Concealed Weapons
Courses are available at our Training Center in Stuart or we bring the training to
you.

This is completely safe!

TRAINING COURSES

Challenge a Friend
Challenge a friend to clear all of
his/her targets before you do. We
have lots of challenge courses.
Multiple shooters can shoot at the
same time. Whoever gets the best
score gets bragging rights!

www.RangeTrainer.com

Our Instructor is an FDLE and FL “K” Licensed
Firearms Instructor and can qualify groups on
location to apply for their FL Concealed Carry
License. He is also an American Heart Association certified CPR/AED Instructor and can train
groups to get their AHA 2-year CPR/AED certifications.

In our mobile training Unit, State of the art blow back
technology makes your shooting experience as realistic
as possible without the danger of firing projectiles! Our
guns are the same weight and have the same features
such as cycling slides and changing out magazines.

www.RangeTrainer.com

